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Interfaces have been reported to significantly strengthen and toughen metallic materials. However,
there has been a long-standing question on whether interface-affected-zone (IAZ) exists, and how it
might behave. Here we report in situ high-resolution strainmapping near interfaces in a copper–bronze
heterogeneous laminate, which revealed the existence of IAZs. Defined as the zone with strain gradient,
the IAZ was found to form by the dislocations emitted from the interface. The IAZ width remained
largely constant with a magnitude of a few micrometers with increasing applied strain. Interfaces
produced both back stress strengthening and work hardening, which led to both higher strength and
higher ductility with decreasing interface spacing until adjacent IAZs started to overlap, after which a
tradeoff between strength and ductility occurred, indicating the existence of an optimum interface
spacing for the best mechanical properties. These findings are expected to help with designing
laminates and other heterogeneous metals and alloys for superior mechanical properties.
Introduction
The mechanical properties of materials are largely controlled by
their internal interfaces, including grain boundaries, phase
boundaries, twin boundaries, lamella boundaries, etc. [1,2]. By
trial and error, mankind has learned to utilize interfaces to pro-
duce metals with superior strength and ductility almost two
thousand years ago [2]. For example, the Beilian steel was pro-
cessed by multiple forging and folding to make strong and tough
swords in China in the 2nd century [2]. The Damascus steel was
used to make blades from 5th century to 19th century [3,4]. A
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common feature of these ancient materials is their layered or
lamella structures with high density of internal interfaces.

A metallic material is either strong or ductile, but rarely both
at the same time [5,6]. Coarse-grained (CG) metals usually have
high ductility but low strength. Refining grains to the nanocrys-
talline regime in the last few decades has significantly increased
the strength, but this is accompanied with the sacrifice of ductil-
ity [7]. In recent years, extensive work has been reported on met-
als with high density of interfaces [8,9], including laminated
metals with superior mechanical properties [10–15], gradient
materials with high strength, extra strain hardening and good
ductility [16–22], heterogeneous lamella structures with the high
strength of ultrafine-grained metal and the high ductility of CG
metal [1], metals with growth and deformation twins [23–25],
etc. These reports suggest that internal interfaces can be designed
to produce superior mechanical properties.
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In spite of the above progresses, it remains unclear what
mechanisms are activated at interfaces to affect the mechanical
properties. The superior mechanical properties observed in
lamella and gradient materials have been attributed to back-
stress strengthening and back-stress work hardening caused by
the piling up of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) at
internal interfaces [1,11,26]. These GNDs were generally
assumed to be generated by Frank-Read sources and blocked by
the interfaces. However, there are also opinions that Frank-
Read sources rarely exist in metals [27]. A study on laminated
structure reveals possible existence of an optimum layer thick-
ness for the best mechanical properties [11]. Post-mortem exam-
ination after tensile testing revealed possible piling-up of GNDs
near interfaces [8]. These observations suggest that interface-
affected zone (IAZ) likely exists, but this also raised issues on
how the IAZs form and evolve during the plastic deformation.

The strain gradient near the interfaces developed during ten-
sile testing cannot be fully preserved post-mortem because the
dislocation pile-up configuration evolves during unloading,
which presents a great challenge to quantifying the effect of
interface on the mechanical behavior. What makes it more chal-
lenging is the discrete nature of dislocation pile-up events, which
makes it necessary to study the strain gradient statistically along
interfaces, rather than local images using conventional transmis-
FIGURE 1

Heterogeneous copper–bronze laminates. (a) Optical image of the laminate with
(c) Ion channeling contrast microscopy (ICCM) image showing a typical interface
the microstructure in a laminate with mean layer thickness of 3.7 lm.
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sion electron microscopy (TEM). In this study, we combine the in
situ high-resolution strain mapping, mechanical testing and the-
oretical modeling to investigate these issues. Copper–bronze
laminates were used in this study for their stable interfaces [11].
Heterogeneous copper–bronze laminates
Laminates consisting of CG copper layers and nanostructured
(NS) bronze (Cu–10%wt.Zn) layers were fabricated by accumula-
tive roll bonding (Fig. 1a). Microhardness was measured using
nanoindentation as 0.95 GPa in the CG copper layer, and 2.20
GPa in the NS bronze layer in all laminates (Fig. 1b). The layer
thickness was systematically varied from 125 lm to 3.7 lm by
cold rolling (Fig. S1). All laminate samples were annealed before
tensile testing to produce an average grain size of about 4.8 lm in
the Cu layer and 100 nm in the bronze layer (Figs. 1c, d and S1).
Such large differences in grain size and hardness are expected to
produce a significant mechanical incompatibility across the
interface during plastic deformation, which consequently gener-
ates high back stress [8].
Interface-affected-zone
In this study we developed a high-resolution digital image
correlation (DIC) analysis technique to map in situ local strain
mean layer thickness of 31 lm. (b) Hardness profile from nanoindentation.
in the laminate with mean layer thickness of 62 lm. (d) ICCM image showing
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distribution and evolution near selected interfaces during tensile
testing inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (see the
Materials and Methods section for more details). Fig. 2a, b shows
the strain distributions in the tensile direction eyy and thickness
direction exx with increasing applied strain. As shown, many
discrete shear bands were developed at about 45� to the loading
direction in both the CG Cu and NS bronze layers. The average
eyy strain at and near the interface is about the same as that away
from the interface (Figs. 2c and S2). In other words, the average
eyy strain is uniformly distributed along the thickness. This is
because all layers in the laminate are continuous and subjected
to the same applied strain in the tensile direction. However,
the strain in the thickness direction, exx, concentrates on each
side of the interfaces to form an obvious zone with strain gradi-
ent, as shown in Fig. 2b, c. This zone with strain gradient is here
defined as the interface-affected zone (IAZ).
FIGURE 2

Interface-affected-zone measured by in situ high-resolution DIC technique in a C
applied tensile strain, where uy is the displacement in tensile direction. (b) The dis
is the tensile direction and X is the sample thickness direction. The top black arro
strain, eyy and exx, as a function of distance from the right interface. The exx strain
definition and calculation of IAZ based on strain peak. Here, H denotes the inte
referred to as half width for simplicity. W also equals the width of the IAZ. (e)
applied tensile strain. The half widths of the two exx strain peaks near interfac
applied tensile strain.
Plastic strain in a metal is typically dominated by the nucle-
ation and propagation of dislocations. The higher exx strain at
the interface indicates that dislocations are emitted from the
interfaces as proposed by Li and Murr [27,28]. This is opposite
to the conventional belief that dislocations are emitted from
Frank-Read sources and piled up at interfaces [8,29], which will
produce the lowest plastic strain at the interface.

To quantify the width of the IAZs, the exx strain peaks across
the interfaces (Figs. 2c and S2) can be fitted by a Gaussian distri-
bution function, from which two important parameters, the
width W at half maximum of the strain peak and strain peak
intensity H can be extracted, as illustrated in Fig. 2d. The width
at the half strain peak can be assumed equal to half of the peak
width at its base. In other words, W can be considered as the
IAZ width. Fig. 2e shows that the IAZ width remains largely
constant with increasing applied tensile strain. This indicates
u–bronze laminate. (a) The distribution of strain eyy = duy/dy with increasing
tribution of strain exx = dux/dx with increasing applied tensile strain, where Y
ws indicate the position of interfaces. (c) The evolution of statistical average
peaks at the two interfaces indicate a high strain gradient near them. (d) The
nsity of strain peak and W is the width at half of the peak maximum (H/2),
The evolution of the half width (W) and strain intensity (H) with increasing
es remain largely constant, while their intensities increase with increasing
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the existence of a characteristic IAZ width that does not change with
the applied tensile strain. However, the intensity of the plastic
strain peak in the IAZ increases with increasing tensile strain
(Fig. 2e), which suggests that the strain gradient becomes larger
with increasing tensile strain.
Theoretical modeling of the critical interface-affected-
zone width
According to the dislocation ledge source model [27,28], the
ledges on the interface between the CG copper and NS bronze
layers could act as sources to emit dislocations, as observed here
(Fig. 2). Upon loading, the ledge sources on the interface will be
activated and produce arrays of dislocations as shown in Fig. 3,
which forms the IAZ.

Li and co-workers [27,28] have shown that the dislocation
emission due to ledge sources gives rise to similar length scale
as the classical dislocation pile up model [29] near an interface.
In this model, the length of the emitted dislocation array l, cor-
responding to the width of the IAZ, can be expressed as

l ¼ lnb
pð1� mÞr ð1Þ

where l is the shear modulus, n the number of dislocations in the
array, b the burgers vector, v Poisson’s ratio, and r the applied stress.

The local stress field at the root of the dislocation array is:

rxy ffi r

ffiffiffi
l
x

r
; for x � l

2
ð2Þ

To estimate the critical width of the IAZ, we assume the
strength of the interface to be on the order of m and the ledge
sources are located at a few Burgers vectors away from the inter-
face. Plugging these parameters into Eq. (2) yields:
FIGURE 3

Interface-affected-zone by dislocation ledge source model. (a) ICCM micrograp
source model.
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lIAZ � l
ry

� �2

b ð3Þ

It can be estimated that the derived length scale of IAZ is on the order
of a few micrometers, which is consistent with our experiment obser-
vation (Fig. 2b, e). This length scale is also consistent with the charac-

teristic length associated with strain gradient plasticity lGDN � l
ry

� �2
b

[30,31].
Mechanical behaviors controlled by interfacial
spacing
Fig. 4a shows that the yield strength and flow stress increased
with decreasing interface spacing, which is expected since the
interfaces enhance strength and flow stress [1,17]. It is also found
that the work hardening capability increased with decreasing
interface spacing (Fig. 4b), which should help with retaining duc-
tility [6,32]. Fig. 4c demonstrates that the ductility first increased
with decreasing interface spacing, reaching its maximum when
the interface spacing is about 15 lm, and then decreased with
further reduction of the interface spacing. In other words, there
exists an optimum interface spacing for the best combination
of strength and ductility. It should be noted that this optimum
interface spacing is about twice of the critical IAZ width. In other
words, the IAZ zones from adjacent interfaces start to overlap
with each other below this optimum spacing.

Fig. 4d indicates that the relationship between the interface
spacing h and the flow stress r can be described as r = r0h

n, where
r0 and n are constants. The interfaces are expected to produce
strong back-stress, which can be measured by unloading–reload-
ing experiments (Figs. 4e and S3), using a recently proposed pro-
cedure [26]. Fig. 4f shows that the back-stress strengthening in
the sample is much higher than the effective stress strengthening
h of Cu–bronze interface. (b) Schematic illustrations of IAZ by dislocation



FIGURE 4

The effect of interface spacing on the mechanical behaviors of the Cu–bronze laminates. (a) True stress–strain curves vs. interface spacing. (b) Smaller
interface spacing produces higher work hardening. (c) Strength–ductility relationship vs. interface spacing h. The given numbers reflect for the interface
spacing. (d) Linear relationship between ln (r) and ln (h). (e) Unloading–reloading curves for back stress and effective-stress measurements. (f) The effect of
interface spacing on the evolution of back stress and effective stress with plastic strain.
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caused by pure dislocation density strengthening. The back-
stress is primarily caused by GNDs that were emitted from and
piled-up near the interfaces. More GNDs are expected with
higher interface density, i.e., decreasing interface spacing. It is
also shown in Fig. 4f that the back-stress increased quickly at
the beginning of plastic deformation (<2%) and then slowed
down as plastic strain increases, suggesting that the back-stress
work hardening is most effective in the early stage of plastic
deformation. In contrast, the effective stress increased almost lin-
early with applied strain, indicating a largely constant contribu-
tion to work hardening rate. The effective stress, se, is associated
with dislocation density [31]: se ¼ alb

ffiffiffi
q

p
, where a is a constant

between 0.2 and 0.5, and q is dislocation density. Since
dse=d 2 = constant, as indicated in Figs. 4f and S3, it can be
derived that

ffiffiffi
q

p / e.
Discussion and summary
It is found that a characteristic IAZ was formed near interfaces in
heterogeneous laminates. The IAZ was defined as the zone with
strain gradient on one side of an interface. There is consensus
that the piling up of GNDs near interface produces strain gradi-
ent [30,31,33,34]. We have found in an earlier work that GND
density gradient was developed near the interface in the CG–

Cu/NS–bronze sample with increasing applied strain [11], which
suggests that the GND density gradient is related to the strain
gradient observed here in the DIC measurement.
As shown in Fig. 2d, e, although the critical IAZ width
remained largely constant with increasing tensile strain, the
strain intensity in the IAZ increased, leading to higher strain gra-
dient and back-stress work hardening. During plastic deforma-
tion, the emitted dislocations from dislocation sources at the
interface form the IAZ with a characteristic length scale on the
order of several micrometers, which corresponds to an inherent
internal material length associated with the storage of GNDs.
This is consistent with the fact that the critical width of IAZ is
also the characteristic length in strain gradient plasticity
[30,31]. Therefore, it can be expected that the effect of GNDs is
maximized when the interface spacing become comparable to
twice of the IAZ width at which the IAZs from adjacent interfaces
touch each other, as shown in our experiment.

The critical width of the IAZ is about 5–6 lm, which is very
close to half of the optimum interface spacing for the highest
ductility of laminate (Fig. 4a, c). This suggests that when the IAZs
from adjacent interfaces approach each other with decreasing
interface spacing, their IAZs may start to overlap, which limits
the effectiveness of back-stress hardening, and consequently
leads to weaker ability to retain ductility.

According to the experimental observation [27], when the
interface ledge sources were activated, the average number of dis-
locations in each emission profile becomes saturated around 1%
of plastic strain. This is also consistent with our observation that
the width of the critical IAZ does not change with the applied
tensile strain (Fig. 2e).
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Fig. 5 compares the strength and ductility of the Cu–bronze
laminate with those of conventional homogeneous Cu and
bronze [35–41], which further demonstrates that the laminate
spacing can be optimized to produce superior combinations of
strength and ductility that are not accessible to their homoge-
neous counterparts. The optimum/critical interface spacing
revealed in Figs. 4c and 5 has significant implications in the
design of the heterogeneous structures [8,9] for superior mechan-
ical properties. The key principle is to maximize the back-stress
strengthening and back-stress work hardening. When the inter-
face spacing is too large, not enough back-stress is produced.
However, when the interface spacing is too small, the IAZs over-
lap with each other, leaving insufficient space for dislocation to
pile-up, which then limits the work hardening capability for
retaining ductility. Therefore, heterogeneous structures should
be designed with an optimum interfacial spacing comparable
to twice of the IAZ width.
Materials and methods
Material preparation
Cu–bronze laminates were processed by accumulative rolling
bonding (ARB) using commercial Cu (99.9%) and bronze
(Cu–10 wt.%Zn) sheets [11]. The layer thickness was systemati-
cally varied from 125 lm to 3.7 lm by cold rolling. All laminate
samples were annealed at 220 �C for 2 h so that recrystallization
occurs in Cu layers but not in bronze layers (Fig. S1).

Microstructural observations
The laminate microstructure was characterized by optical
microscopy, ion channeling contrast microscopy (ICCM) in
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). ICCM was performed under an FEI Quanta
3D FEG dual-beam instrument, and TEM was conducted in a
FIGURE 5

Comparison of strength and ductility (uniform elongation) between the
laminated CG–Cu/NS–bronze samples and the conventional homogenous
materials. An optimum layer thickness exists for the best combination of
strength and ductility. (See above-mentioned references for further
information.)
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JEM-2010F microscope. Sample preparation for microstructural
observations can be found in our previous works [10,11].

DIC characterization
An in situ quasi-static micro-tensile stage was made in house and
set up in a JSM-6510LV microscope. Taking reference images
from 10 equidistant points in the lateral surface of the gauge sec-
tion (see the coordinate system in Fig. S4), a 0.2% engineering
strain was applied for the first loading and then a large strain
increment of 1.1% was applied until sample failure. Digital
images were taken after each strain increment. 2D DIC calcula-
tions were performed with a subset size of 25 � 25 pixel2, and a
step spacing of 3 pixel, as shown in Fig. S5.

Before performing DIC imaging, random pattern with appro-
priate scale and resolution is needed to cover the sample surface
as strain markers. In this work, electrochemical etching was used
as an effective patterning method [42], using a solution compris-
ing 10 g FeCl3, 100 ml H2O, and 2.5 ml HCl dilute solution,
under a DC voltage of 0.7 V for 15 s. Samples before and after
etching were tested in tension and the resulting stress–strain
curves were identical, indicating that the etching had negligible
effect on the measured mechanical behavior. Fig. S5 shows the
typical digital speckle image taken under SEM, covering
715 � 550 pixel2 effective area with a spatial resolution of
171 nm/pixel. The mean intensity gradient is equal to 51.2,
which is of high quality for the speckle patterns used in DIC [43].

Mechanical testing
Uniaxial tensile and loading–unloading–reloading tests were
performed using dog-bone shaped tensile samples with a gauge
length of 12 mm and a width of 2 mm at a strain rate of
5 � 10�4 s�1. An extensometer was used to calibrate strain during
uniform elongation and each test was repeated for at least 3
times. Nanoindentation experiments were conducted using an
MTS Nanoindenter XP equipped with a Berkovich pyramid
indenter. Neighboring indents were separated by distances larger
than 10 lm to avoid the influence of the plastic zone around the
indent and each datum given in the text was averaged from 5
indentations.
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